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Abstract

Superior design solutions of 7-story steel buildings are obtained by the multiple

start local search (MSLS) method, minimizing the steel volume for three types of

structural systems: a space-frame system with rectangular hollow structural sec-

tion (HSS) columns (SFS), perimeter-frame system (PFS) with I-shaped columns

(PFSH), and a PFS with rectangular HSS columns (PFSB). Most beam-to-column

connections are moment connections in SFS, whereas they are limited in PFS. In

terms of steel volume, PFSH is advantageous for moment-frame buildings, and

SFS and PFSB are suitable for braced frames with uniform column spacings. SFS is

disadvantageous for mixed-, moment-, and braced-frame buildings.

Keywords

lateral frame location, multiple start local search, response history analysis, steel

structure, ultimate lateral strength

1. Introduction

Beam-to-column connections of steel buildings consist of two
types: moment connections and pinned connections. The
flanges of beams are rigidly connected to columns in the
moment connections, whereas they are not in pinned connec-
tions. The lateral frames are composed of columns and beams
with moment connections, and the gravity frames are com-
posed of those with pinned connections. Steel buildings in
Japan mostly have lateral frames, whereas in other countries
including the United States, lateral frames are limitedly placed
typically in perimeter frames separately from gravity frames.
In this paper, the former system is referred to as the space-
frame system (SFS) and the latter as the perimeter-frame sys-
tem (PFS). Rectangular hollow structural section (HSS) col-
umns are normally used in SFS, and I-shaped columns are
used in PFS. Past research1–6 has focused on the differences of
these systems; however, the buildings compared may not be
evenly and rationally designed and discussion on the findings
of their structural characteristics may not always be objective.

The authors proposed an algorithm to obtain superior design
solutions for SFS and PFS for 7-story office buildings and
compared their structural characteristics.7,8 The multiple start
local search (MSLS) approach was used to obtain superior
solutions, minimizing the steel volume with discrete variables
of the section sizes. The solutions satisfy many structural
design requirements in the building codes of allowable stress
design and ultimate lateral strength. The superior solutions of
SFS and PFS systems obtained through this algorithm are inde-
pendent of designers’ skills or experiences. Their structural
characteristics were objectively discussed, and dominant design
requirements or constraints were identified. A comparison
revealed that the steel volume of PFS is smaller than that of
SFS. Additionally, the steel volumes of the superior solutions
are smaller than the statistical average of the steel buildings in
the same sizes. This fact confirms the effectiveness of MSLS.
Furthermore, the solutions do not satisfy the Japanese design
requirements for very rare (L2) earthquakes evaluated by
response history analyses, indicating inconsistencies between
structural design methods.
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In this study, superior design solutions with different struc-
tural systems and building structures are designed to satisfy
many structural design requirements including the ultimate lat-
eral strength defined in response history analyses for L2 earth-
quake records. Structural characteristics and responses for the
L2 response history analyses are examined from various
aspects. A previous study8 by the authors is extended and the
properties of a new structural system, PFSB (where rectangular
HSS columns are used in a PFS), are evaluated. The traditional
PFS using I-shaped columns is re-defined as PFSH for compar-
ison with PFSB. SFS, PFSH, and PFSB are examined for
moment-frame and braced-frame buildings. Round HSSs and
buckling restrained braces (BRB) are examined for the braced
frames. Furthermore, mixed-frame structures with moment and
braced frames are investigated. The effects of lateral frame
locations and column shapes on the steel volume are evalu-
ated. The possibility of a new structural design approach is
suggested.
It should be noted that “braced-frame structure” in this paper

means dual moment frame with concentrated braces defined in
ASCE,9 and not pinned gravity frame with concentrated
braces. Similarly, “BRB structure” means dual moment frame
with concentrated BRB braces. Furthermore, “mixed-frame
structure” means moment frame in one direction and above-de-
scribed braced frame in the orthogonal direction.

2. Outline of Building Examined and Structural Design
Approach

2.1 Outline of building

A rectangular 7-story steel office building with 32.0 9 19.2 m
plan is examined. The size of the building plan is the same as
that examined in the previous work;8 however, the column
spacing is uniform at 6.4 m in this study. Moment-frame and
braced-frame structures as shown in Figure 1 are investigated.
The building is simplified in order to identify general structural
characteristics. The solid triangles in Figure 1 indicate moment
connections and the others represent pinned connections. All
beam-to-column connections are moment connections and all
frames are lateral frames in SFS, while four frames in the
perimeters are the lateral frames and the others are the gravity
frames in PFS.
Figure 2 shows the frame elevations for the braced frames

with concentrated braces. The geometry is the same for the
moment frames except for the existence of the braces. More

braces are placed than general design. The flexural deforma-
tion of the multi-story braced frames is restrained, and shear
deformation is dominant. Therefore, additional axial forces in
the columns in the braced frames under seismic lateral loads
do not have much effect on the column design. The solid trian-
gles in the columns on second and fifth stories in Figure 2
indicate the splices. The segments between the column splices
are called “parts” and the member sections are grouped in each
part. The names of columns and beams are shown in Figures 1
and 2. GX2 and GY2 in the figures for PFS are pinned at the
ends and designed only for the gravity load. However, these
names are kept identical between the PFS and SFS for simplic-
ity.
The grouped member sections are shown in Table 1. The

columns are rectangular HSS or I-shaped sections, and the
beams and braces are I-shaped sections and round HSSs,
respectively. The steel grade is assumed to be SN490 and the
design standard strength (almost nominal yield strength) is
325 N/mm2.

2.2 Structural design approach

A two-step structural design approach is assumed for the struc-
tural design of the building; this is based on the allowable
stress design for gravity and seismic design loads (first step)
and ultimate lateral strength design for earthquakes (second
step).10 Elastic analysis and inelastic pushover analysis are per-
formed in the first and second steps, respectively. More infor-
mation about Japanese structural design procedure can be
found in Michel Bruneau et al.11 The composition of floor
structure and calculated weight are summarized in Appendix 1.
The vertical distribution factor Ai

12 is adopted. The vibration
characteristic factor Rt and seismic zone factor Z12 are both
assumed to be 1.0. The seismic base-shear coefficient C0 is 0.2
for the allowable seismic design. Two types of the required
ultimate lateral strength are defined in the second seismic
design step; these are based on the code-required strength tak-
ing into account the ductility of members (member ranks) and
are defined in reference to responses in response history analy-
ses for L2 earthquakes. For the code-required strength, the
shape factor Fes

12 is assumed to be 1.0, and the required base-
shear coefficient CQUN1 is 0.3 and 0.35 for moment-frame and
braced-frame structures, respectively. These values are defined
with the structural characteristic factor Ds with the ranks A or
B of the composing members. However, CQUN1 is assigned as
0.6 for moment frames and 1.0 for braced frames, referring to
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Figure 1. Floor framing plan
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the responses in preliminary response history analyses under
the same conditions described below. CQUN1 is determined in
the sequence of multiple preliminary analyses. The member
sections in the final operation of preliminary analysis are not
exactly the same as those in the superior solutions obtained
below but they are close.
There are two reasons that CQUN1 is defined based not only

on the code but also by referring to the response history analy-
ses: (1) In the case of using the code-required CQUN1, the
requirement of the ultimate lateral strength is not the dominant
design condition for the moment-frame system, and conse-
quently the ultimate lateral strength of SFS is greater than that
of PFS. Therefore, the design solutions of SFS and PFS do not
have the equivalent seismic performance. (2) By using design
solutions based on seismic responses, structural characteristics
of different building structures (moment or braced frame) as
well as structural systems (SFS or PFS) can be compared
under consistent seismic design criteria against very rare (L2)
earthquakes.

3. Superior Design Solutions by MSLS

3.1 Algorithm to obtain the superior solutions

Superior design solutions of SFS, PFSB, and PFSH are
obtained by the MSLS method.13 The design variables are dis-
crete section sizes under the conditions of the first and second
design constraints. The objective function to be minimized is
the steel volume. Feasible solutions, which satisfy all con-
straints, are first obtained from approximately 107 random
combinations of design variables. In the next step, the 10 best
feasible solutions are assigned as initial solutions for MSLS.
The superior solutions are defined as the best local optimal
solutions obtained from the 10 different initial solutions. There
are approximately 40 variables representing the section sizes,
and approximately 100 complex constraints. Because the ratio
of combinations satisfying all constraints to randomly gener-
ated combinations is very small at 10�5 to 10�4, probabilistic
approaches such as the genetic algorithm are not effective to
solve this problem.

A step-by-step algorithm is assumed in MSLS. In the pro-
cess, from a randomly generated initial solution to a local opti-
mal solution, neighborhood solutions are examined around a
tentative solution at each step. The number of neighborhood
solutions examined is set as the same as the number of vari-
ables. In the case that the objective function is improved, and
all constraints are satisfied in the best neighborhood solution,
then the tentative solution is replaced. When no better solution
is found in the neighborhood, the tentative solution is carried
over to the next step. Discrete variables of section sizes are
randomly increased or decreased by one or stay the same
within the range of each variable. The number of steps is set
as 3000. Therefore, the total number of neighborhood solutions
is approximately 3000 9 40 = 120 000. The constraints such
as the width-to-thickness ratio are checked first without analy-
ses and approximately 1/5 of the neighborhood solutions is
analyzed.
The superior solutions are not globally optimal solutions;

however, they are rationally obtained in the specified design
algorithm independent of engineers’ experience or preference.
This research aims at identifying structural characteristics of
steel frames with different building structures and structural
systems by comparing the superior solutions. Therefore,
obtaining strictly global optimal solutions is not the primary
interest of this research. The superior solutions shown below
can be improved, if the number of steps is increased; however,
the decrease in steel volume in the superior solutions with
30 000 steps in MSLS is less than 1%. Development of more
effective algorithm may be a possible future direction of this
research.

3.2 3D frame model

Three-dimensional (3D) frame models are created for the elas-
tic analyses for the first design step and the inelastic pushover
analyses for the second design step. The modeling assumptions
are essentially the same as in the previous work8 and are sum-
marized in Appendix 2. The ultimate lateral strength calculated
in inelastic pushover analyses is defined for the moment
frames as the story shear force at which the maximum inter-
story drift first reaches 1.25%. Additionally, it is defined as the
story shear force for braced frames when the compressive axial
forces first reach the buckling strength, which is assumed as
1.1 times the product of allowable temporary compressive
stress and the cross-sectional area.
The buckling strength of beams is defined as the average of

the tensile yield strength and buckling strength around the
weak axis, by assuming that the upper flange of the beam is
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Figure 2. Framing elevations

Table 1. Member grouping in stories

Part Columns Beams Braces

3 Mid. 5th Flr.-7th Flr. 6th Flr.-Roof 5th Flr.-7th Flr.

2 Mid. 2nd Flr.-Mid. 5th Flr. 3rd Flr.-5th Flr. 2nd Flr.-4th Flr.

1 1st Flr.-Mid. 2nd Flr. 2nd Flr. 1st Flr.
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constrained by the slab and the lower flange is not. The axial
forces of the beams are calculated as half of the sum of shear
forces of inverted-V shaped concentrated braces, which are
supposed to be transferred by the axial force of the connecting
beams. The buckling lengths are assumed as the member
lengths between the connecting nodes.
An in-house code is used for the elastic analysis and inelas-

tic pushover analysis for the MSLS. The accuracy has been
verified in comparison to the results by a commercial analysis
software Midas.14 The number of degrees of freedom in the
3D frame models is 1000-2000, and the computation time of
single MSLS operation is varied in 50-200 minutes by a PC
with Intel Xeon W-2125 processor, 4.00 GHz, with 24 GB
memory. The computation time depends on the size of the
model and ratio of acceptance of the best neighborhood solu-
tion at each step.

3.3 Variables and constraints

The discrete variables of section sizes are similarly defined as
those in the authors’ previous work.8 Possible ranges of the
variables are shown in Table 2. These variables of section
sizes are defined from the list of standard rolled sections15 and
built-up sections with steel plates with standard thickness. The
discrete width and height of the sections in the columns and
beams are defined every 50 mm. The thickness of standard
round HSSs is varied with the diameters and may not be the
same as the standard plate thickness; however, for the sake of
simplicity, the set of thicknesses of the round HSSs is assumed
to be the same as the set of standard plate thicknesses. The
combinations of the flange width and thickness are defined as
shown in Table 2, where the cross-sectional area of flange Af

is considered as an independent variable.
The constraints of MSLS are similar to those in the previous

work,8 which are summarized in Appendix 3. GX2 and GY2
beams are supported in pins at their ends as shown in Fig-
ures 1 and 2, and have the section H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13,
which is the minimum I-shaped rolled section carrying the
gravity load, and the section size of GX2 and GY2 is excluded
from the variables.

4. Evaluation of Superior Solutions

4.1 MSLS analysis result

Tables 3 and 4 show the section sizes in the superior solutions
of SFS, PFSH, and PFSB, with CQUN1 = 0.6 for the moment-
frame structures and CQUN1 = 1.0 for the braced-frame struc-
tures. 3D inelastic frame models are created for these solu-
tions, using Midas.14 “Stress ratios” are defined as ratios of
stresses under the first design step loads to the allowable stres-
ses. The design temporary load is the combined gravity (dead
plus live load) and seismic load with 0.2 of the base-shear
coefficient. The values of the stress ratios are shown in paren-
theses. “X,” “Y,” and “L” shown in square brackets indicate
that the dominant load is the temporary load with the seismic
load in the X- or Y-direction (hereinafter, these loads are
referred to as “X load” and “Y load”) or the gravity load,
respectively.
Figure 3 shows the relationships between the base-shear

coefficient and inter-story drift ratio in the first story obtained
by the pushover analyses using Midas.14 The filled circle and
cross marks in the plot indicate the ultimate lateral strength of
moment- and braced-frame structures, respectively. Most of
the base-shear coefficient of the ultimate lateral strength CQU1

is greater than CQUN1 = 0.6 for the moment frames and
CQUN1 = 1.0 for the braced frames. In order to save on compu-
tational cost, no iterative calculation is performed in each step
of load increment in the pushover algorithm in MSLS, which
is different from the algorithm in Midas. Consequently, CQU1

obtained by Midas is slightly smaller than CQUN1 = 0.6 for the
moment frames; however, the shortage is less than 2%. As
Figure 3 shows, the values of CQU1 and CQUN1 are close.
Therefore, the constraints for the ultimate lateral strength sub-
stantially influence the superior solutions. CQUN1 = 0.6 for the
moment frame and CQUN1 = 1.0 for the braced frame are 2.0
and 2.9 times as much as CQUN1 = 0.3 for the moment frame
and CQUN1 = 0.35 for the braced frame of the code-required
values. Therefore, the temporary X and Y loads are not domi-
nant for the seismic design. The maximum inter-story drift
ratios are 0.29%-0.36% (PFSB-SFS) for the moment-frame

Table 2. Discrete MSLS variables

Symbols Members Parts Discrete variable options

Dc Rectangular HSS columns Width Every 50 mm in 250-800 mm

tc Thickness (excluding 9 mm)a

Hwc I-shaped columns Height Every 50 mm in 300-900 mm

Wfc Flange width Every 50 mm in 300-700 mm

twc Web thickness a

tfc Flange thickness (excluding 9 and 12 mm)a

Hw Beams Height Every 50 mm in 300-1000 mm

Wf Flange width Every 50 mm in 200-400 mmb

tw Web thickness a

tf Flange thickness a,b

Dp Braces Diameter 318.5, 355.6, 406.4, 457.2 mm

tp Thickness (including 6 mm)a

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Wf (mm2) 150 150 200 200 250 250 250 300 300 300 350 350

tf (mm2) 12 16 16 19 19 22 25 25 28 32 32 36

Af (10
3 mm2) 1.8 2.4 3.2 3.8 4.8 5.5 6.3 7.5 8.4 9.6 11.1 12.6

aPlate thickness options are 9, 12, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 32, 36, and 40 mm. bCombinational options of the flange width and thickness in beams are
shown below.
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structures and 0.08%-0.09% (PFSH-SFS) for the braced-frame
structures. These values are smaller than the first design step
requirement of 0.5%. Moreover, the maximum stress ratios are
relatively small, and are 0.60-0.65 (PFSB-SFS) for the
moment-frame structures and 0.32-0.34 (PFSB-PFSH) for the
braced-frame structures.

4.2 Response history analyses

Response history analyses are performed for the superior solu-
tions in order to evaluate their dynamic behaviors. The com-
mercial analysis software SNAP16 is used for the numerical
simulations. The analysis models are essentially the same as
those for the static pushover analyses. First natural periods are

Table 3. Superior solutions of moment-frame structures（CQUN1 = 0.6）

SFS

Part C1 C2 C3

3 BX-550 9 550 9 19

(0.25)[Y]

BX-450 9 450 9 16

(0.36)[X]

BX-500 9 500 9 16

(0.35)[X]

2 BX-550 9 550 9 19

(0.37)[Y]

BX-450 9 450 9 19

(0.49)[Y]

BX-500 9 500 9 22

(0.49)[Y]

1 BX-550 9 550 9 22

(0.56)[X]

BX-450 9 450 9 28

(0.52)[Y]

BX-500 9 500 9 32

(0.50)[Y]

Part GX1 GX2 GY1 GY2

3 H-550 9 200 9 12 9 16

(0.59)[X]

H-550 9 200 9 12 9 19

(0.60)[X]

H-550 9 200 9 12 9 19

(0.61)[Y]

H-550 9 200 9 12 9 16

(0.63)[Y]

2 H-700 9 200 9 12 9 16

(0.61)[X]

H-700 9 300 9 12 9 25

(0.51)[X]

H-700 9 250 9 12 9 19

(0.55)[Y]

H-700 9 300 9 12 9 25

(0.45)[Y]

1 H-700 9 250 9 12 9 25

(0.53)[X]

H-700 9 250 9 12 9 25

(0.57)[X]

H-700 9 200 9 12 9 16

(0.65)[Y]

H-700 9 300 9 12 9 32

(0.43)[Y]

PFSH

Part C1 C2 C3

3 H-850 9 300 9 25 9 22

(0.52)[Y]

H-900 9 300 9 25 9 22

(0.50)[X]

H-400 9 350 9 12 9 22

(0.26)[L]

2 H-850 9 450 9 25 9 40

(0.49)[Y]

H-900 9 450 9 25 9 36

(0.51)[X]

H-400 9 300 9 12 9 22

(0.62)[L]

1 H-850 9 650 9 25 9 40

(0.56)[Y]

H-900 9 650 9 25 9 32

(0.64)[X]

H-400 9 300 9 12 9 22

(0.82)[L]

Part GX1 GX2 GY1 GY2

3 H-800 9 300 9 16 9 28

(0.49)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-850 9 250 9 16 9 25

(0.55)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

2 H-1000 9 350 9 19 9 36

(0.49)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-1000 9 350 9 19 9 36

(0.49)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

1 H-900 9 350 9 16 9 32

(0.54)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-900 9 350 9 16 9 36

(0.53)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

PFSB

Part C1 C2 C3

3 BX-650 9 650 9 22

(0.37)[Y]

BX-700 9 700 9 25

(0.30)[X]

BX-300 9 300 9 16

(0.27)[L]

2 BX-650 9 650 9 32

(0.48)[Y]

BX-700 9 700 9 25

(0.50)[X]

BX-300 9 300 9 19

(0.45)[L]

1 BX-650 9 650 9 32

(0.50)[Y]

BX-700 9 700 9 28

(0.54)[X]

BX-300 9 300 9 16

(0.65)[L]

Part GX1 GX2 GY1 GY2

3 H-800 9 300 9 16 9 25

(0.54)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-900 9 250 9 16 9 22

(0.56)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

2 H-950 9 350 9 19 9 36

(0.51)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-1000 9 350 9 19 9 36

(0.51)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

1 H-900 9 400 9 16 9 36

(0.48)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-1000 9 300 9 19 9 25

(0.60)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]
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shown in Table 5. While post-buckling behavior is not simu-
lated in the pushover analyses, it is incorporated in the
response history analyses. The force recovery relationships
against axial force are defined based on the study by Shibata
et al.17–19 The damping factor h is given as 2.0% based on the
instantaneous stiffness.

Very rare earthquake ground motions (L2 earthquakes) are
used for the response history analyses. Recorded ground
motions from three events, El Centro NS (1940), Taft EW
(1952), and Kobe (JMA) NS (1995), are scaled to the maxi-
mum velocity of 500 mm/s. Figure 4 shows the acceleration
response spectrum (h = 2%) of these L2 earthquakes. The

Table 4. Superior solutions of braced-frame structures（CQUN1 = 1.0）

SFS

Part C1 C2 C3 BR1 BR2

3 BX-350 9 350 9 12

(0.33)[L]

BX-350 9 350 9 16

(0.36)[L]

BX-250 9 250 9 28

(0.26)[L]

P-406.4 9 9

(0.22)[Y]

P-318.5 9 12

(0.23)[X]

2 BX-350 9 350 9 28

(0.30)[Y]

BX-350 9 350 9 28

(0.34)[X]

BX-250 9 250 9 16

(0.70)[L]

P-318.5 9 19

(0.21)[Y]

P-355.6 9 16

(0.21)[X]

1 BX-350 9 350 9 40

(0.31)[Y]

BX-350 9 350 9 40

(0.32)[X]

BX-250 9 250 9 19

(0.72)[L]

P-355.6 9 19

(0.21)[Y]

P-406.4 9 16

(0.20)[X]

Part GX1 GX2 GY1 GY2

3 H-300 9 250 9 9 9 19

(0.32)[L]

H-300 9 200 9 9 9 16

(0.64)[L]

H-300 9 200 9 9 9 19

(0.05)[Y]

H-300 9 200 9 9 9 16

(0.65)[L]

2 H-400 9 200 9 12 9 19

(0.27)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 9 9 16

(0.49)[L]

H-400 9 200 9 12 9 19

(0.09)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 9 9 16

(0.49)[L]

1 H-350 9 200 9 12 9 16

(0.33)[L]

H-350 9 200 9 9 9 19

(0.41)[L]

H-350 9 350 9 12 9 36

(0.09)[Y]

H-350 9 200 9 9 9 16

(0.46)[L]

PFSH

Part C1 C2 C3 BR1 BR2

3 H-800 9 300 9 22 9 19

(0.16)[Y]

H-600 9 300 9 16 9 25

(0.19)[X]

H-450 9 300 9 12 9 28

(0.25)[L]

P-457.2 9 9

(0.20)[Y]

P-457.2 9 9

(0.20)[X]

2 H-800 9 450 9 22 9 25

(0.28)[Y]

H-600 9 500 9 16 9 28

(0.30)[X]

H-450 9 300 9 12 9 25

(0.55)[L]

P-457.2 9 12

(0.21)[Y]

P-457.2 9 12

(0.21)[X]

1 H-800 9 600 9 22 9 32

(0.33)[Y]

H-800 9 550 9 16 9 40

(0.34)[X]

H-450 9 300 9 12 9 32

(0.59)[L]

P-355.6 9 16

(0.23)[Y]

P-457.2 9 12

(0.22)[X]

Part GX1 GX2 GY1 GY2

3 H-350 9 250 9 12 9 19

(0.06)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-300 9 250 9 9 9 19

(0.05)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

2 H-300 9 250 9 9 9 25

(0.08)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-300 9 250 9 9 9 22

(0.08)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

1 H-450 9 250 9 12 9 25

(0.16)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-550 9 300 9 16 9 32

(0.16)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

PFSB

Part C1 C2 C3 BR1 BR2

3 BX-350 9 350 9 16

(0.15)[Y]

BX-350 9 350 9 19

(0.15)[X]

BX-300 9 300 9 12

(0.35)[L]

P-457.2 9 9

(0.20)[Y]

P-355.6 9 12

(0.21)[X]

2 BX-350 9 350 9 28

(0.28)[Y]

BX-350 9 350 9 32

(0.27)[X]

BX-300 9 300 9 12

(0.70)[L]

P-457.2 9 12

(0.21)[Y]

P-318.5 9 22

(0.19)[X]

1 BX-350 9 350 9 40

(0.32)[Y]

BX-350 9 350 9 40

(0.30)[X]

BX-300 9 300 9 25

(0.43)[L]

P-457.2 9 12

(0.23)[Y]

P-406.4 9 28

(0.13)[X]

Part GX1 GX2 GY1 GY2

3 H-300 9 250 9 9 9 19

(0.04)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-300 9 200 9 9 9 16

(0.05)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

2 H-300 9 250 9 9 9 19

(0.07)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-350 9 250 9 12 9 19

(0.09)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

1 H-350 9 250 9 12 9 22

(0.10)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-500 9 250 9 16 9 22

(0.13)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]
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duration of the analyses is set as 60 seconds and the time
increment is 1/200 seconds. The Newmark b method (b = 1/4)
is used for time integration.

4.3 Responses

4.3.1 Moment-frame structures

Only the results of the El Centro and Kobe earthquakes, which
have large responses, are shown in the following. The maxi-
mum story shear coefficient CMAX and inter-story drift ratio
RMAX are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The vertical
distribution factor Ai used in the pushover analyses is shown
in Figure 5, which mostly agrees with the distribution of the

maximum story shear coefficients. The maximum base-shear
coefficient CMAX1 is 0.54-0.57 for the moment-frame struc-
tures, and the difference among the three structural systems is
relatively small. The base-shear coefficient of the required ulti-
mate lateral strength CQUN1 is defined as 0.6 for MSLS, which
is based on the values of CMAX1. CMAX could be reduced, if
the structures were designed more flexibly. However, prelimi-
nary study showed that strength became insufficient in the
more flexible structures. Therefore, it is reasonable to define
CQUN1 as 0.6, corresponding to the structural design against
L2 earthquakes. However, the maximum value of RMAX in the
X- and Y-directions is 1.43% in SFS and 1.41% in PFSH. Fur-
thermore, the maximum ductility factors are 2.46 in SFS, 2.84
in PFSH, and 2.85 in PFSB, where the ductility factor is
defined as the ratio of the maximum member rotation to mem-
ber rotation at yielding. The concentration of large inelastic
deformation is not observed in particular members, and plastic
hinges are distributed over the frames. The maximum residual
inter-story drift ratio is 0.37%.

4.3.2 Braced-frame structures

CMAX1 obtained by response history analyses has large value
1.04-1.25 for the braced-frame structures. This is because the
first natural periods are 0.46-0.51 seconds, which are shorter
than those of moment-frame structures, 0.92-1.05 seconds, and
there is less energy dissipation by inelastic deformations in the
braced-frame structures. RMAX is slightly larger than 1.0% in
PFSB under El Centro L2 earthquake as shown in Figure 6.

4.3.3 Ultimate lateral strength calculation and response history

analysis

In Japan, commonly adopted structural design criteria in
response history analysis against L2 earthquakes are 1.0% for
the maximum inter-story drift ratio and 4.0 for the maximum
ductility factor. The superior solutions for the moment frames
under CQUN1 = 0.6 satisfy the criteria on the ductility factor
but do not on the inter-story drift ratio. CQUN1 is defined as
1.0 for the superior solutions for the braced-frame structures,
while the code-required value can be as small as 0.35. Addi-
tionally, the superior solutions under CQUN1 = 1.0 do not nec-
essarily satisfy the practical common design criteria using
response history analyses against L2 earthquakes.
Seven-story office buildings examined in this research can

be designed using either the pushover or response history anal-
yses in Japan. It is found through the simulations that the “L2
design,” which satisfies the requirements in the response his-
tory analysis against L2 earthquakes, is significantly stronger
than the “QUN design,” which satisfies the requirements in the
pushover calculations. The superior solutions for moment-
frame structures with CQUN1 = 0.3 satisfy the QUN design

Figure 3. Relationships between base-shear coefficient and inter-story drift ratio of moment- and braced-frame structures

Table 5. First natural periods of superior solutions (s)

SFS PFSH PFSB

X Y X Y X Y

Moment frame

structures

CQUN1 = 0.3 1.30 1.28 1.23 1.31 1.21 1.25

CQUN1 = 0.6 1.05 1.05 0.92 0.92 0.96 0.96

Braced frame

structures

CQUN1 = 0.35 0.76 0.79 0.74 0.78 0.80 0.79

CQUN1 = 1.0 0.49 0.49 0.50 0.49 0.46 0.51

BRB structures

CQUN1 = 0.5

P = 1.0 0.66 0.66 0.67 0.66 0.67 0.66

P = 5.0 0.69 0.72 0.69 0.70 0.69 0.69

Mixed structures CQUN1X = 0.6

CQUN1Y = 1.0

1.00 0.45 0.85 0.47 0.88 0.46

Figure 4. Acceleration response spectra of ground motions
（h = 2%）
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criteria; however, those with CQUN1 = 0.6 may not satisfy the
L2 design criteria. Additionally, the superior solutions for
braced-frame structures with CQUN1 = 0.35 satisfy the QUN

design criteria; however, those with CQUN1 = 1.0 may not sat-
isfy the L2 design criteria. Similar characteristics can be

observed in buildings with relatively short natural periods.
Thus, the difference of the seismic performance required for
the ultimate lateral strength calculations and response history
analyses has been quantitatively evaluated.

4.4 Steel volume

The steel volumes of the superior solutions shown in Tables 3
and 4 are compared in Figure 7. Furthermore, the steel vol-
umes for the superior solutions of moment-frame structures
with CQUN1 = 0.3 and braced-frame structures with
CQUN1 = 0.35 are shown in Figure 7.

4.4.1 Moment-frame structures

The superior solutions of moment-frame structures with
CQUN1 = 0.3 are primarily controlled by the constraints of the
allowable stress design including the limitation of the inter-
story drift ratio (0.5%), whereas those with CQUN1 = 0.6 are
primarily controlled by the constraints of the ultimate lateral
strength. The steel volumes are smaller, in the order of PFSH,
SFS, and PFSB, both with CQUN1 = 0.3 and 0.6. The steel vol-
umes with CQUN1 = 0.6 are 22%-29% greater than those with
CQUN1 = 0.3. The section of secondary beams is assigned as
H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13 and 30% more steel is included for
miscellaneous parts such as stiffeners and brackets for exteri-
ors. The total steel weight per unit area (kg/m2) is 113.0
(SFS), 106.2 (PFSH), and 122.6 (PFSB) with CQUN1 = 0.3,
and 135.4 (SFS), 133.8 (PFSH), and 153.2 (PFSB) with
CQUN1 = 0.6. The steel volumes of PFSH are smaller because
the column strength and stiffness can be adjusted with fewer
restrictions by changing the I-shaped column section sizes.
Additionally, it is effective for limited lateral frames to carry
the seismic loads. In SFS, the height of beams in each floor is
assumed to be uniform; however, this constraint has little

Figure 5. Maximum shear coefficient（El Centro）

（ ） （ ）

Figure 6. Maximum inter-story drift ratio

Figure 7. Comparison of steel volume
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effect on the increase in the steel volume, mainly because col-
umn spacing is uniform in both the X- and Y-directions. In
this study, yielding of panels in I-shaped columns is not simu-
lated and additional steel plates reinforcing the panels may be
required; however, their steel volume would be limited with
respect to the total volume. Considering that the steel volume
of the horizontal stiffeners at the beam-to-column connections
in the rectangular HSS column is not taken into account,
detailed evaluation for the volume of reinforcing plates for the
panels is not necessary. Because the ultimate lateral strengths
of the superior solutions with CQUN1 = 0.6 are almost the same
among SFS, PFSH, and PFSB, and the maximum inter-story
drift ratios and ductility factors are not significantly different.
Hence, PFSH can be advantageous with less steel volume.
Automated fabrication technology for connections with rect-

angular HSS columns has been developed and widely used in
Japan. The quality and productivity of complete-joint-penetra-
tion (CJP) groove welding are high; however, the amount of
welding in the beam-to-column connections is also large.7

Therefore, the advantages of PFSH using I-shaped columns,
where CJP welding is not required in the beam-to-column con-
nections, may be worth for further consideration. However, the
steel volume of PFSB is greater than those of SFS and PFSH.
The steel volume in columns is greater in PFSB and this dif-
ference directly results in the difference in total steel volume.
Thus, disadvantage of using rectangular HSS columns in one-
way moment frames has been quantitatively evaluated.

4.4.2 Braced-frame structures

Contrary to the moment-frame structures, the primary forces
induced by the seismic load in braced-frame structures are
axial forces. Therefore, the difference in steel volume among
the structural systems, SFS, PFSH, and PFSB, is relatively
small. Since I-shaped columns are disadvantageous against
buckling, and the steel volume in PFSH is slightly larger as
shown in Figure 7.
Braces carry most of the seismic lateral load in the braced-

frame structures, and therefore the sizes of members in the
gravity frames (C3, GX2, and GY2 in Figures 1 and 2) are
not controlled by the seismic loads. When the beams are
designed for the gravity load, mid-span flexural moments and
deflections are smaller with moment connections to the col-
umns, but there is less composite effect with the floor slabs.
Beam cambers are commonly used in steel buildings in the
United States and other countries but not in Japan. The com-
posite effect and cambers are not considered in this research.
The superior design algorithm against the gravity load can be
improved in future research.
The column spacing of 6.4 m is shorter than that in standard

office buildings, and the beam sections are small. Consequently,
the strong-column-weak-beam constraint has little effect on
increase in column sections. This may partly account for the less
significant difference between SFS and PFS. Increasing the col-
umn spacing from 6.4 to 9.6 m, the steel volume in SFS
becomes slightly less than the others. Compared to PFSB, the
advantage of decreasing steel in beams by moment connections
to columns outweighs the disadvantage of increasing column
sections under the strong-column-weak-beam constraint.
The steel volumes of the superior solutions with CQUN1 = 1.0

are 70%-90% larger than those with CQUN1 = 0.35. The steel
weight per unit area (kg/m2) calculated in the similar manner as
the moment-frame structures is 68.3 (SFS), 76.2 (PFSH), and
73.3 (PFSB) with CQUN1 = 0.35, and is 116.8 (SFS), 120.2
(PFSH), and 116.8 (PFSB) with CQUN1 = 1.0.

5. Buckling Restrained Braces

In the previous section, the base-shear coefficient of required
ultimate lateral strength CQUN1 is defined as 1.0 for the supe-
rior solutions with braced-frame structures, referring to the
responses in response history analyses against very rare (L2)
earthquakes. Consequently, the sizes of members including
braces in the superior solutions are large. In this section, supe-
rior solutions using buckling restrained braces (BRB) are
obtained for the three structural systems: SFS, PFSH, and
PFSB. It is confirmed that the CQUN1 value for the BRB struc-
tures is reduced by the energy dissipation by BRBs. Conse-
quently, members in the BRB structures become smaller. The
seismic behavior of the BRB structures is also examined.

5.1 Modeling of BRB

In this section, modeling of BRBs and the objective function
of steel volume including BRBs are described. The force
restoring characteristics of BRBs are normal bilinear and sym-
metric in the tensile and compressive directions. The initial
stiffness, post-yielding stiffness, and yielding strength are
denoted as K1BRB, K2BRB, and NYBRB, respectively. The axial
stiffness of BRBs and connecting elements are both taken into
account for K1BRB and K2BRB. K2BRB is defined as 0.01 K1BRB,
and a linear relationship between K1BRB and NYBRB is assumed
as shown in Equation (1). This creates one variable for one
BRB. The values of NYBRB are selected every 500 kN between
1000 and 3500 kN.

K1BRB ¼ aNYBRB (1)

K1BRB is calculated using information of the axial stiffness
of BRBs20,21 and connecting elements, which are designed for
each NYBRB. The average ratio of K1BRB-NYBRB is 0.19 (1/
mm) and it is denoted by the constant a. Although the height
of the first story is 4.8 m and higher than the 3.8 m of other
stories as shown in Figure 2, Equation (1) is valid for the
BRBs in the first story. This is because the axial stiffness of
BRBs is lower than that of the connecting elements and the
length of the connecting elements does not significantly affect
K1BRB. Furthermore, the total weight of BRB and connecting
elements denoted by WBRB is almost proportional to NYBRB.
Therefore, the following relationship in the steel volume of
BRBs is obtained:

WBRB=q ¼ a1NYBRBL (2)

where q = 7.85 ton/m3 is the specific weight of steel, L is the
total length of BRBs and the connecting elements (distance
between the connecting two nodes in the simulation models),
and a1 is a coefficient defined as 6.5 9 10�6 m2/kN. The
right-hand side of Equation (2) is the equivalent steel volume
of BRB, VEBRB. In the investigation below, the product of P
and VEBRB is included in the objective function, where P is the
cost coefficient. In the case where the cost of BRBs is rela-
tively low and nearly equal to that of regular steel, 1.0 is
assumed for P. Contrarily, in the case where the cost of BRBs
is high, 5.0 is assumed in the MSLS calculations. Referring to
preliminary response history analyses, CQUN1 is defined as 0.5.

5.2 Superior solutions for BRB structures

The superior solutions of BRB structures with P = 5.0 are
shown in Table 6. The yielding strength NYBRB is shown for
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BRBs in Table 6. Compared to the superior solutions for the
braced-frame structures in Table 4, the column sections, C1
and C2, in 1-2 parts are especially small. This is because
CQUN1 is lower in BRB structures and additional axial forces
in columns under the seismic loads in BRB structures are
lower.
The results of pushover analysis and response history analy-

sis for the superior solutions of BRB structures are shown in

Figures 8-10. The results of pushover analysis mostly satisfy
CQUN1 = 0.5. The yield inter-story drift ratio of BRBs is
0.1%-0.2%. In the response history analyses, the maximum
value of RMAX is 1.4%, and CQU1 is 0.46-0.47 for P = 1.0 and
0.43-0.45 for P = 5.0. CQU1 values are close to CQUN1 because
the floor accelerations are controlled by the yielding of BRBs.
Steel volumes of the superior solutions of BRB structures

are also shown in Figure 7, where SFS has the smallest and

Table 6. Superior solutions of BRB structures（P = 5.0）

SFS

Part C1 C2 C3 BRB1 BRB2

3 BX-400 9 400 9 16

(0.19)[Y]

BX-350 9 350 9 12

(0.43)[L]

BX-300 9 300 9 16

(0.29)[Y]

NYBRB = 1000 kN

(0.69)[Y]

NYBRB = 1000 kN

(0.68)[X]

2 BX-400 9 400 9 16

(0.42)[Y]

BX-350 9 350 9 12

(0.68)[X]

BX-300 9 300 9 16

(0.53)[L]

NYBRB = 1500 kN

(0.65)[Y]

NYBRB = 1500 kN

(0.64)[X]

1 BX-400 9 400 9 16

(0.62)[Y]

BX-350 9 350 9 25

(0.48)[X]

BX-300 9 300 9 25

(0.44)[L]

NYBRB = 1500 kN

(0.71)[Y]

NYBRB = 2000 kN

(0.55)[X]

Part GX1 GX2 GY1 GY2

3 H-300 9 150 9 9 9 16

(0.55)[L]

H-300 9 250 9 9 9 22

(0.40)[L]

H-300 9 150 9 9 9 12

(0.11)[Y]

H-300 9 200 9 9 9 16

(0.57)[L]

2 H-400 9 200 9 12 9 16

(0.42)[X]

H-400 9 150 9 9 9 12

(0.64)[L]

H-400 9 250 9 12 9 19

(0.16)[Y]

H-400 9 150 9 9 9 16

(0.50)[L]

1 H-450 9 150 9 12 9 16

(0.34)[X]

H-450 9 150 9 9 9 16

(0.42)[L]

H-450 9 200 9 12 9 16

(0.26)[Y]

H-450 9 250 9 9 9 25

(0.22)[Y]

PFSH

Part C1 C2 C3 BRB1 BRB2

3 H-600 9 300 9 16 9 28

(0.18)[Y]

H-600 9 300 9 16 9 19

(0.25)[X]

H-350 9 300 9 12 9 16

(0.41)[L]

NYBRB = 1000 kN

(0.73)[Y]

NYBRB = 1000 kN

(0.70)[X]

2 H-600 9 350 9 16 9 22

(0.47)[Y]

H-600 9 450 9 16 9 25

(0.36)[X]

H-350 9 300 9 12 9 16

(0.82)[L]

NYBRB = 1500 kN

(0.66)[Y]

NYBRB = 1500 kN

(0.66)[X]

1 H-600 9 400 9 16 9 28

(0.54)[Y]

H-600 9 400 9 16 9 32

(0.53)[X]

H-350 9 350 9 12 9 19

(0.77)[L]

NYBRB = 2500 kN

(0.45)[Y]

NYBRB = 2500 kN

(0.45)[X]

Part GX1 GX2 GY1 GY2

3 H-300 9 150 9 9 9 16

(0.12)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-300 9 250 9 9 9 25

(0.11)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

2 H-450 9 250 9 12 9 25

(0.18)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-500 9 250 9 16 9 25

(0.19)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

1 H-300 9 250 9 9 9 19

(0.19)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-300 9 200 9 9 9 19

(0.20)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

PFSB

Part C1 C2 C3 BRB1 BRB2

3 BX-350 9 350 9 12

(0.24)[Y]

BX-400 9 400 9 16

(0.18)[X]

BX-300 9 300 9 16

(0.27)[L]

NYBRB = 1000 kN

(0.71)[Y]

NYBRB = 1000 kN

(0.71)[X]

2 BX-350 9 350 9 16

(0.47)[Y]

BX-400 9 400 9 22

(0.33)[X]

BX-300 9 300 9 12

(0.70)[L]

NYBRB = 2000 kN

(0.53)[Y]

NYBRB = 2000 kN

(0.53)[X]

1 BX-350 9 350 9 25

(0.51)[Y]

BX-400 9 400 9 25

(0.49)[X]

BX-300 9 300 9 16

(0.65)[L]

NYBRB = 1500 kN

(0.72)[Y]

NYBRB = 1500 kN

(0.71)[X]

Part GX1 GX2 GY1 GY2

3 H-350 9 150 9 12 9 16

(0.13)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-350 9 200 9 12 9 19

(0.10)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

2 H-400 9 150 9 12 9 16

(0.15)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-450 9 150 9 12 9 16

(0.16)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

1 H-400 9 250 9 12 9 19

(0.20)[X]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]

H-400 9 250 9 12 9 19

(0.19)[Y]

H-400 9 200 9 8 9 13

(0.90)[L]
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PFSH has the largest value among the three types, SFS, PFSH,
and PFSB; however, the differences are relatively small. The
steel volume excluding BRBs decreases 12%, and the equiva-
lent steel volume of BRBs increases 19%, in the superior solu-
tions with P = 1.0 from those with P = 5.0. This shows that
frames excluding BRBs contribute more to the lateral strength
in the case of expensive BRBs. When P = 5.0, the steel vol-
ume excluding BRBs is 83%-89% that of braced-frame struc-
tures. When P = 1.0, it is 70%-77%. The effectiveness of
BRBs, in terms of their steel volume and structural characteris-
tics, has been quantitatively evaluated based on the results of
response history analyses of the BRB and braced-frame struc-
tures against L2 earthquakes.

6. Mixed-frame Structures

The structures evaluated in the previous sections have the
same building structures (moment frame or braced frame) in
the X- and Y-directions in the diagram in Figure 1. In this sec-
tion, buildings with different structures in the X- and Y-direc-
tions with non-uniform column spacing are examined.

6.1 Compositions and grouping

As shown in Figure 11, there is no column on the X2- to X5-
axes in the Y2-axis, and the column spacing is 12.8 m
between the Y1- and Y3-axes. These long-span beams are
called GY2, and beams between Y3 and Y4 are GY3. These
beams are pin supported at the ends, and are therefore, sec-
ondary beams in PFSH and PFSB. They are assigned as the
minimum rolled sections as H-750 9 250 9 12 9 25 and H-
400 9 200 9 8 9 13. In SFS, GX1s in the Y4-axis are
renamed as GX2, and C2 at the X2- to X5-axes are renamed
as C3. The torsional deformation can be controlled by making
the lateral frame in the Y1-axis stiffer than the frames in the
Y3- and Y4-axes.

6.2 Superior solutions for mixed-frame structure

CQUN1 for the X-direction, which is the moment-frame struc-
ture, is renamed as CQUN1X, and is assigned as 0.6, while
CQUN1 for the Y-direction, which is the braced-frame structure,
is renamed as CQUN1Y, and is assigned as 1.0. The superior
solutions of the mixed-frame structure in SFS, PFSH, and
PFSB are obtained and their pushover and response history

（ ） （ ）

Figure 8. Relationships between base-shear coefficient and inter-story drift ratio of BRB structures

Figure 9. Maximum shear coefficient in BRB structures（Kobe）

Figure 10. Maximum inter-story drift ratio in BRB structures
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analysis results are shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively.
The ultimate lateral strengths mostly satisfy the required
strengths of CQUN1X and CQUN1Y. In the response history anal-
yses, the maximum inter-story drift ratio RMAX is approxi-
mately 1.5% in the X-direction.
The steel volume of the mixed-frame structure is also shown

in Figure 7. The volume is lower, in the order of PFSH (87%),
PFSB (96%), and SFS (100%), where the ratios to the volume
of SFS are shown in parentheses. The steel volume of SFS is
slightly larger than that of PFSB, which is different from the
moment-frame structure. This may be because there are some
constraints that increase the steel volume for irregular configu-
ration. In particular, the uniform beam height constraint
increases beam sections including the 12.8-m long-span Y2
beam, and the strong-column-weak-beam constraint increases
column sections.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, superior solutions for a 7-story office building
with different lateral frame locations and column shapes were
obtained using the MSLS method, and their structural charac-
teristics were investigated. The objective function is the total
steel volume to be minimized, and the grouped section sizes
are the discrete design variables. The superior solutions satisfy
the requirements of the first (allowable stress) and second (ulti-
mate lateral strength) design steps. An algorithm to obtain the

solutions with many constraints and discrete variables was
demonstrated.
Superior solutions were obtained for three types of structural

systems with different lateral frame locations and column
shapes, which are (1) SFS with rectangular HSS columns and
with lateral frames in all frames, (2) PFS with I-shaped col-
umns and with lateral frames in perimeter frames (PFSH), and
(3) PFS with rectangular HSS columns (PFSB). Superior solu-
tions were obtained for three types of building structures:
moment frame, braced frame, and mixed frame. For the
braced-frame structures, two types of solutions using round
HSSs and buckling restrained braces (BRB) were compared.
The following findings were obtained:

1 Superior solutions for moment-frame structures were
obtained for the required base-shear coefficient of ultimate
lateral strength, CQUN1, of 0.3 and 0.6. CQUN1 = 0.6 refers to
the responses of response history analyses against very rare
(L2) earthquake ground motions; however, the maximum
inter-story drift ratios are 1.4%-1.5%, which exceed the
practically common structural design criteria of 1.0%, that
is, none of superior solutions of the three structural systems
satisfies the design criteria. The ductility factors are less than
3.0, and the steel volume of the solutions with CQUN1 = 0.6
is approximately 1.3 times greater than that with
CQUN1 = 0.3. The steel volume is lower in the order of
PFSH, SFS, and PFSB. Because the seismic performance in
these solutions is nearly equivalent in the ultimate lateral
strength and maximum ductility factors against L2 earth-
quakes, PFSH may be more rational in moment-frame struc-
tures than SFS, which is a popular system in Japan.

2 The superior solutions for the braced-frame structures were
obtained for CQUN1 = 0.35 and 1.0. The differences in the
steel volume among the structural systems, SFS, PFSH,
and PFSB, are relatively smaller than those with moment-
frame structures. The steel volume of superior solutions
with CQUN1 = 1.0 is approximately 1.8 times larger than
that with CQUN1 = 0.35. The steel volume in PFSH is
slightly greater than that of the others. Rectangular HSS
columns have advantage over I-shaped sectio, because
axial forces are the primary additional structural member
forces under the seismic loads.

3 The first natural periods of the superior solutions are 0.92-
1.05 seconds for the moment-frame structures and 0.46-
0.51 seconds for the braced-frame structures. CQUN1 = 0.6

：Moment resisting connection

Square HSS column
(moment resisting connection to beams)

I-shaped column
（simple connection to beams)

Square HSS column

PFSH PFSB

GX2 GX1 GX2

GX2

GX2 GX1 GX2GX1

GX2

GX2 G
Y1

G
Y3

G
Y1

C1

C1

C2

C3

C3
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C2
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Figure 11. Floor framing plan of mixed-frame structure

（ ）

Figure 12. Relationships between base-shear coefficient and inter-
story drift ratio of mixed-frame structures
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for the moment-frame structures and CQUN1 = 1.0 for the
braced-frame structures are defined referring to the
response in response history analyses against L2 earth-
quakes and these values are significantly higher than the
code required values. Although the 7-story buildings exam-
ined can be designed by the ultimate lateral strength calcu-
lations or response history analysis, the lateral strength
required in these two design approaches is significantly dif-
ferent.

4 The superior solutions of BRB structures were obtained for
CQUN1 = 0.5, replacing the round HSSs with BRBs. The
maximum base-shear coefficient CMAX1 in response history
analyses is 0.43-0.47, and therefore this energy dissipation
effect of BRBs has been confirmed. Similar to the braced-
frame structures, the steel volume in PFSH is slightly
higher than those of other structures. The steel volume
excluding BRBs of the superior solutions with the equiva-
lent cost coefficient P = 1.0 is 12% smaller than that with
P = 5.0, and the steel volume of BRB was 19% larger.
The steel volume excluding braces in the superior solutions
of BRB structure is 70%-90% of that of braced-frame
structures with CQUN1 = 1.0.

5 The steel volume in SFS is larger and the volume in PFSH
is smaller in the mixed-frame structures. The steel volume
of SFS is larger, which is differrent from the moment-
frame structures because constraints on the uniform beam
height and strong-column-weak-beam may increase the
structural volume under the irregular configuration.

This research examined a 7-story office building with
moment-frame, braced-frame (round HSSs and BRBs), and
mixed-frame structures. The findings from this limited number
of case studies are not sufficient to understand the general
structural characteristics of these structures. However, superior
solutions were obtained by using the design algorithm indepen-
dent of engineers’ personal experience and skill. Therefore, the
discussion and findings comparing these different structural
systems have a certain practical merit.
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Appendix 1

Steel deck slabs are used for the floor structure in the building
examined. The slabs are extended 400 mm from the perimeter
axes shown in Figure 1; therefore, the floor area is 656 m2.
The floor weights per unit area are 7.8 and 6.8 kN/m2 for the
frame design and seismic design, respectively. The average
exterior weight per unit elevation area is assumed as 2.0 kN/
m2. Therefore, the total weights per floor area are 9.0 and
8.0 kN/m2 for the frame design and seismic design, respec-
tively. The weights are input in the 3D frame models as con-
centrated loads at the nodes connecting beams and columns,
and nodes at every 3.2 m in the beams. The roof weight is
typically heavier than office floors but assumed to be the same
for simplicity.

Appendix 2

Modeling Assumptions for Elastic Analyses

1 Floor diaphragm condition is adopted.
2 Columns are divided into two elements at the center of

floors. Beams are divided every 3.2 m.
3 The bottoms of first floor columns are supported and rota-

tionally fixed. The braces are pin connected.
4 The composite effect between steel beams and concrete

slabs is disregarded.
5 The fillet part of I-shaped sections is disregarded.
6 The rigid zone in the beam-to-column connections is disre-

garded.
7 Shear deformations in members are disregarded.

Modeling Assumptions for Pushover Analyses

1 Simple-step pushover analyses are conducted with the
increments of lateral loads. (No iterative calculation is per-
formed in each load step.)

2 The vertical distribution factor, Ai, is assumed for the seis-
mic loads. The base-shear coefficient of load increment in
one step in the pushover analyses is approximately 0.002.

3 Lumped rotational inelastic springs are placed at the ends
of beams and columns. The springs are bilinear with suffi-
ciently stiff initial stiffness and 1/100 of the flexural stiff-
ness of the element for the post-yielding stiffness.

4 The yielding moment of the lumped rotational springs is
defined as the plastic moment, Mp = 1.1FZp, where F is
the design standard strength (nearly nominal yield strength)
of the steel and Zp is the plastic section modulus.

5 The tensile yielding strength NY and compressive buckling
strength NC of the braces are defined as 1.1FA and
1.1fCSA, respectively, where A is the cross-sectional area
and fCS is the temporary allowable compressive stress.

6 The P-Delta effect is not taken into account.

Appendix 3

The constraints of MSLS are summarized below. The
symbols are defined in Table 2.

No.

Lateral

System Constraints

1 All r ≦ ra Allowable stress constraints a

2 Width-thickness constraints for beams and

columns with A or B rank (eg, Dc/tc ≦ 31.4)

b

3 Width-thickness constraint for brace round HSSs

with A or B rank (eg, Dp/tp ≦ 60)

c

4 tf/tw ≧ 1.3 for beams d

5 Strong-column-weak-beam constraint,

ΣMpc ≧ Σ1.5Mpb

e

6 Beam sagging constraint, d < L/300

7 Inter-story drift constraint under seismic design

load, R ≦ 0.5%

8 Ultimate lateral strength constraint,

CQUN1 ≦ CQU1

f

9 SFS Uniform beam height in a floor g

10 SFS Uniform column width

PFSB

11 PFSH Uniform column height（non-uniform flange

width）

a
The allowable stress is defined in the “AIJ Design Standard for Steel
Structures”.22 Beams are assumed to be laterally supported.
b
The width-thickness ratios for members with A or B rank for SN490
steel shall be satisfied.
c
The slenderness ratios of the round HSS braces shall be less than
49.3. The ranks of round HSS braces are A or B. Referring to the stan-
dard round HSSs, Dp/tp ≦ 60 is assumed, where Dp is the diameter and
tp is the plate thickness of the round HSSs.
d
Optimized I-shaped sections often have relatively large height with
thin flange thickness. In order to avoid the sections significantly differ-
ent from standard section sizes, the constraint of tf/tw ≧ 1.3 is intro-
duced for the beams. This constraint is not applicable for the columns,
where the uniform height is assumed and built-up sections may be
used.
e
The sum of the plastic moment of columns ΣMpc shall be greater than
1.5 times the sum of the plastic moment of beams ΣMpb in each
floor.22 This is required by the Japanese code for cold-form rectangular
HSS columns but not for I-shaped columns; however, this is applied
for all columns in this research.
f
The base-shear coefficient of ultimate lateral strength CQU1 shall be
greater than the required base-shear coefficient CQUN1.
g
The beam heights in a floor shall be uniform in SFS, as in Japanese
practice, thus simplifying the beam-to-column connection details with
straight splices between the beam flanges and diaphragm plates in col-
umns.
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